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Abstract: We report the first computational super-resolution imaging using a camera array at 
longwave infrared wavelengths combined with the first demonstration of video-rate multi-
camera integral imaging at these wavelengths. We employ an array of synchronized FLIR 
Lepton cameras to record video-rate data that enables light-field imaging capabilities, such as 
3D imaging and recognition of partially obscured objects, while also providing a four-fold 
increase in effective pixel count. This approach to high-resolution imaging enables a 
fundamental reduction in the track length and volume of LWIR imaging systems, while also 
enabling use of low-cost lens materials. 
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 
1. Introduction 
The application of multi-camera and multi-aperture imaging for light-field imaging and 
computational integral-imaging reconstruction (CIIR) [1–10] provides additional 3D-imaging 
capabilities such as imaging through obscurants and novel ‘refocusing’ techniques. For 2D 
imaging, (pixel) super-resolution (SR) [11] of recorded images offers more compact imaging 
systems with a shorter optical track length, lower weight and lower cost than equivalent 
imaging systems employing a single aperture [12–14]. This is of particular interest in long-
wave infrared (LWIR) wavelengths (8-12 µm), where the corresponding more compact and 
thinner optics enables the use of lower cost materials [15]. Multi-camera imaging, in which 
each lens is associated with an independent detector array, offers many advantages over the 
use of a multi-aperture array of lenslets combined with a single detector (as discussed below), 
but has not previously been demonstrated at thermal-infrared wavelengths. Furthermore, the 
progress in light-field imaging [7–10] and its combination with SR [16,17] at visible 
wavelengths, has not yet been equaled at thermal-infrared wavelengths. 
Here we report the first demonstrations at longwave-infrared (LWIR) wavelengths of: (1) 
multi-camera SR, (2) snapshot and video-rate CIIR, and (3) simultaneous SR and CIIR. This 
approach is made practical by the recent availability of low-cost cameras at LWIR 
wavelengths: hitherto camera arrays in the LWIR have been prohibitively expensive. 
The application of SR to multiple low-resolution (LR) aliased images enables construction 
of 2D images with an increased pixel count and with an increased angular resolution that is 
limited only by diffraction. The effectiveness of SR is dependent on diversity in the spatial 
sampling of the scene by the detector array so that each LR image is recorded with a distinct 
spatial sampling offset. An attractive route to super-resolution of a single LR imaging system 
is to exploit the irregular sampling introduced by video-rate imaging of a scene [18] from a 
non-stable platform, as is typical for hand-held imaging. Multiple LR images extracted from 
an image sequence can then be registered and combined, after a time delay, into a single high-
resolution image. This approach has the advantage of being relatively low cost, but for many 
applications the reduction in effective time resolution and the ineffectiveness of SR for 
dynamic scene components, such as moving people or vegetation, is a major disadvantage. In 
these cases snapshot multi-image capture provides an advantage and can be achieved using 
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Super resolution is effective only when there is significant aliasing of recorded images, as 
is normally the case for the fast optics required for high sensitivity at LWIR wavelengths. For 
example, a pixel width of 17 µm is almost twice the size of the diffraction-limited point-
spread function produced by an f/1 lens, however pixel sizes are progressively reducing with 
time, potentially reducing the possible benefit from SR [25]. In Fig. 2(a) we show calculated 
system MTFs (averaged across the LWIR band) for several pixel widths for a diffraction-
limited, f/1, LWIR imaging system, normalized to the sampling frequency (the reciprocal of 
the pixel width, assuming a 100% fill factor), and in Fig. 2(b) we show the MTF at the 
Nyquist frequency as a function of pixel size. It can be seen that aliasing occurs, and hence 
SR is effective, for pixel sizes down to 5 µm. There appears to be little prospect to introduce 
LWIR detectors with pixels this small in the foreseeable future [25] and hence the SR 
techniques described here are of long-term importance for low-cost imaging at LWIR 
wavelengths. 
 
Fig. 2. Analysis of computational SR in the LWIR for a range of pixel sizes. Subplot (a) shows 
the system MTF as a function of pixel size, where: the Nyquist frequency is indicated by a 
vertical dashed black line, the pixel MTF is shown by a black-solid line, the optics MTF is 
shown by the colored dashed lines, and the overall MTF indicated by colored solid lines. 
Subplot (b) indicates the overall MTF at the Nyquist frequency (MTFnyq) as a function of pixel 
size. 
2. Optical characterization and image construction 
Our demonstration system employs an array of six synchronized LWIR cameras based on 
FLIR Lepton cameras, which employ a focal-plane array of 80x60, 17-µm pixels with a f = 
3mm silicon doublet lens yielding a 25° horizontal field of view, with a depth of field from 10 
cm to infinity. The cameras are arranged in a 2x3 array with a 27x33 mm cell size as shown 
in Fig. 3(a), although the technique is applicable to arbitrary configurations of co-aligned 
cameras. FLIR Lepton cameras can operate at a frame rate of ~27 Hz (that is, approximately 
video rate) although the devices we employed were restricted to 9 Hz in accordance with US 
export restrictions. 
Each camera is controlled by a dedicated single-board computer (RaspberryPi 2B) 
interfaced via an ethernet interface to a personal computer. System synchronization is 
achieved by a combination of broadcast of an ethernet datagram to initiate video capture from 
all cameras simultaneously and hardware synchronization of the individual camera clocks at 
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the beginning of every video sequence. Following calibration as described below, the camera 
array enables multi-functional operation of 3D-imaging using CIIR and computational SR to 
enhance angular resolution. 
The scope for image enhancement through computational SR is contingent upon the optics 
yielding a sufficiently high modulation-transfer function (MTF) at frequencies above the 
Nyquist-frequency of the detector array. Figure 3(b) shows the calculated MTFs of: the 
camera optics, the detector, and the combined system MTF together with the measured 
camera spatial-frequency response (SFR). The MTFs are calculated based on the 17-µm pixel 
size of the FLIR Lepton camera, assuming diffraction-limited, f/1.1 optics, averaged across 
the LWIR band. The SFR has been calculated using the standard slanted-edge methods [26] 
as an approximation to the MTF and there is good consistency between the cameras. 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Schematic representation of the modular multi-camera array system, (b) the 
calculated system MTF (blue), with the optical MTF (red), pixel MTF (yellow) and the six 
measured system SFRs for every (black lines). 
The presence of spectral components in the system SFR with significant amplitudes above 
the Nyquist frequency suggests that the lens is well corrected and SR can be effective in 
enhancing spatial resolution up to the optical cutoff frequency, which is about twice the 
Nyquist frequency. In principle this can yield an increase in the system pixel count (space-
bandwidth product) by a factor of four requiring, in principle, only four cameras. This is true 
however only for an ideal sampling phase by each detector array (i.e., the sampling phase is 
uniformly offset by one half pixel), but in practice, the phase is pseudo random in both 
transverse directions due to imperfect alignment, optical distortion, and parallax, yielding 
less-than-optimal increase in spatial resolution. Indeed this randomization of sampling is in 
general beneficial since it leads to a consistent image quality with range, whereas for a 
hypothetical perfect sampling phase for infinite conjugate imaging, the change in sampling 
phase with range leads to strong variations in quality of SR [13]. We have employed six 
rather than four cameras since this offers an efficient and pragmatic trade between 
improvement in angular resolution with increasing camera number and the increasing 
complexity of the camera-array. 
Computational SR requires accurate sub-pixel registration of the six images to enable 
accurate reconstruction of the high-frequency components from the aliased camera images. 
The feature-matching, techniques that are effective for high-resolution visible-band images 
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[13] are insufficiently robust for registration of low-resolution, low-contrast LWIR images, 
however we have found that CIIR combined with SR provides effective image registration. 
To this end we have performed a multi-camera calibration adapting calibration procedures 
employing test targets that are commonly used for calibrating stereo cameras in the visible 
band [27,28]. We used a 3D-printed target, consisting of a square array of holes shown in Fig. 
4(a), back-illuminated by a heated surface to provide well-defined calibration loci, capturing a 
set of calibration images (with the calibration target at different positions and orientations) as 
illustrated in Fig. 4(b). From this calibration, we obtained an estimation of the multiple 
extrinsic, intrinsic, and distortion parameters [23] of the camera array. The mean retro-
projection errors (~0.1 pixels or less) are shown to be compatible with the sub-pixel 
registration accuracy required for simultaneous CIIR-SR. Using these calibrations, the images 
could be registered by homography [23] with sufficient accuracy to perform computational 
SR. 
 
Fig. 4. Calibration process: (a) a visible-light photograph of a 3D-printed plastic calibration 
target. (b) the back-illuminated calibration target is imaged by the camera array at various 
positions and orientations. 
Using the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters deduced in the previous calibration process, 
we correct for the optical distortion of each camera, and deduce the relation between the 
coordinates of each camera k and the reference camera (k = 1) by calculation of the 3x3 
homography matrix, Hk,z, [23] for a plane at a distance z to the reference camera . One option 
to solve the computational SR problem is to invert the forward model that describes the image 
capture, 
 = +LR,k k,z HR ky DW y e   (1) 
where HRy  is a lexicographical-ordered column vector representing a high-resolution image 
in the reference-camera coordinates with length NHR, the total number of pixels for the high-
resolution image; LR,ky  is a lexicographical ordered column vector representing the low-
resolution image captured by the kth camera (in the co-ordinates of camera k and length NLR); 
k,zW  is the NHR ×  NHR warping matrix which performs the image registration by relating the 
reference camera coordinates to the coordinates of camera k; D is a NLR ×  NHR matrix 
implementing a rational decimation operator which emulates the camera pixel detection 
collecting the intensity of pixel blocks of the high resolution image, effectively performing a 
down-sampling of the image; and ke  represents the noise added during image capture. The 
warping matrices k,zW  are constructed from the k,zH  matrices obtained in the registration 
procedure, and project each high-resolution pixel from the coordinate system of the reference 
camera to that of camera k (after the projection, bi-linear interpolation is used within matrix 
entries to avoid artefacts in the final reconstructed image). 
Computational SR aims to reconstruct the high-resolution image yHR, which leads to the 
set of captured images yLR,k. Several SR algorithms have been reported, such as non-uniform 
interpolation, maximum-likelihood estimation, error-reduction energy, maximum a priori 
estimation, and projection into convex sets [18]. Here we have applied a maximum-likelihood 
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estimation, commonly used to estimate parameters from noisy data, specifically Richardson-
Lucy deconvolution approximation of yHR. 
By repeating this procedure using the forward model described by Eq. (1) with the 
corresponding plane-induced homographies at range z, we obtained CIIR-SR 3D, volumetric 
reconstruction of the scene, where digital refocusing consists of: not only blurring objects that 
are “out-of-focus” (as in conventional light-field imaging), but also of increasing the native 
pixel resolution of objects that are “in-focus”, towards the diffraction-limit of the camera 
apertures. 
3. Results 
We report here the application of the processes with the 6x LWIR multi-aperture system 
described above, for registration and CIIR-SR reconstruction for imaging of three scenes: (a) 
static objects at a known distance to provide for a qualitative and quantitative demonstration 
of the resolution improvement achieved by computational SR; (b) multiple static objects at 
several distances showing the simultaneous CIIR-SR digital refocusing capabilities in a static 
scenario; (c) a dynamic scene demonstrating the full capability of 4D LWIR imaging (the 
spatial dimensions plus time) by performing a video-rate volumetric reconstruction of people 
at dissimilar ranges. 
 
Fig. 5. Results of computational SR at static scenarios. Images of the objects using a visible 
camera (first column); original low resolution LWIR image captured by the reference camera 
(second column); and corresponding super-resolved LWIR images in (third column). 
For the first example, we show images of four static objects: a 3D-printed bust of Lord 
Kelvin at ~1.5 m (with approximate height-width-depth dimensions of 25x12x15 cm) heated 
obliquely by radiation from a ceramic thermal lamp, and three resolution targets at ~0.9 m: a 
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concentric-circles pattern (with a diameter of 16 cm), a star chart (with a star diameter of 15 
cm) and a standard USAF-51 target (within a square frame of 17 cm), which had been 3D 
printed in plastic (PLA) and back illuminated by a heated high-emissivity surface. In Fig. 5 
we present visible-band images of the four objects in the left-most column, example low-
resolution images from a single LWIR camera module in the center column and SR images 
constructed from the six low-resolution images in the right column. The SR reconstructions 
demonstrate a clear improvement over the native resolution of a single camera module. For 
example, the higher spatial frequencies in the test targets that are not visible in the low-
resolution images, are clearly visible in the SR images. Furthermore the aliasing effects in 
both low-resolution images, and particularly striking in the image of the spokes and 
concentric-circles, are absent in the SR image. 
We have quantified the SR performance by estimating the contrast transfer function (CTF) 
from the measured elements of the USAF-51 target [29], using similar USAF-51 target and 
distance as in Fig. 5. We have also analyzed the effect on SR performance associated with 
thermal drift of the camera array during an extended period of shutter-less operation. Typical 
temporal thermal drift of the maximum and minimum values in thermal images recorded by 
the six cameras over a period of 2.25 hours are shown in Fig. 6(a), subtracting the initial 
minimum value of each camera for reference. The resulting contrast transfer function (CTF) 
estimated from the elements of the target is shown in Fig. 6 (b). As can be observed, the CTF 
shows significant contrast up to approximately double the Nyquist frequency, improving the 
effective resolution by factor of approximately 2. It can be observed that computational SR 
not only increases the effective resolution, but also eradicates aliasing artefacts as is apparent 
in the figures in Fig. 5. The variation of the CTF during the long acquisition shows only a 
marginal variation, represented by the error bars in Fig. 6(b), indicating robustness of the SR 
image recovery against thermal drift of the camera array, even during a long shutter-less 
acquisition. 
 
Fig. 6. Analysis of SR performance in a long shutter-less capture, under multi-camera thermal 
drift. The temporal variation of the lowest and highest captured intensity value in the region of 
interest of the USAF-51 target during the ~2,25 hours acquisition is shown in (a) for all 
cameras. Three resulting SR images, at different instants of this long acquisition, are showed 
inside the subplot. The CTF calculated from elements of the target is shown in (b), for vertical 
(blue) and horizontal elements (red), where the CTF variation during the acquisition is shown 
in error bars, with the initial CTF. 
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We further demonstrate the SR imaging performance using the star resolution targets 
shown in Fig. 7 (using similar star target and distance as in Fig. 5), where the left column 
depicts the ground-truth target and spectrum, the middle column shows a low-resolution 
image from a single LWIR module and its spatial-frequency spectrum and the SR-
reconstructed image and its spectrum are shown in the right column. As can be seen from the 
frequency spectra, the application of SR reconstructs frequency spectra in the SR image, 
which in the low-resolution image, are aliased into the baseband of frequencies to yield 
characteristic aliasing artefacts in Fig. 7(b) that are absent in the SR image in Fig. 7(c). 
 
Fig. 7. Spatial frequency analysis of SR imaging using the star target. (a) Ground truth, (b) a 
low-resolution image and (c) SR image. Subplots (d), (e) and (f) show the respective spatial-
frequency spectra, where the horizontal and vertical Nyquist frequency limits are indicated 
with a dashed red line showing that the aliased high-frequency components in (e) are recovered 
in the SR image of (f), which has the expected non-aliased, low-pass-filter version of (d). 
We now discuss the simultaneous CIIR-SR capabilities of the system in the second 
scenario of imaging a 3D scene. A visible-band image of a 3D scene of model trees and a car 
is shown in Fig. 8(a) and a low-resolution LWIR image is shown in Fig. 8(b). Digital 
refocusing at the ranges of 1.02 m (rear bush), 0.885 m (toy car), and 0.820 m (front bush) 
shown in (c), (d) and (e) demonstrates simultaneous digital refocusing and SR on each object. 
Digital refocusing is a term often used in light-field imaging to refer to digital defocus of the 
images of scene components displaced from a plane of interest; that is, it corresponds to 
localized reduction in information. The digital refocusing applied here refers to a combination 
of both SR of the targeted object range, increasing local information content of those scene 
components, combined with digital defocusing for displaced scene components. 
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 Fig. 8. CIIR-SR results at different planes. Color image of the scene (a), and comparison of 
low resolution image from reference camera (b), super-resolved image at 0.820 m (c), 0.885 m 
(e), and 1.020 m (e). Visualization 1 shows reconstruction in intermediate planes. 
In the third scenario we demonstrate video-rate imaging of dynamic 3D scenes, with 
simultaneous CIIR-SR for 4D volumetric reconstruction. We include digital refocusing and 
an improvement of the native resolution at arbitrary object planes in the video sequence. The 
images in Fig. 9 are taken from a video sequence and show: a single low-resolution image in 
Fig. 9(a) while Fig. 9(b) and 9(c) show CCIIR-SR reconstructions of the distal and proximal 
personnel and Fig. 9(d) and 9(e) are expanded versions of the hand detail from the low-
resolution and SR sequences respectively, which highlight the resolution enhancement and 
digital refocusing of CIIR-SR, while the digitally-defocused areas appear as a discrete 
overlapping of shifted object images in Fig. 9(b) and 9(c), producing a blurring effect. This 
video sequence (see Visualization 2) was processed using Matlab (2015a) on a PC (Intel 
Xeon 3.4 GHz, 8 GB RAM), with a computation time of 60 milliseconds per super-resolved 
frame. We have processed the video sequence offline and did not optimize the processing 
speed for real-time operation, however, even using this high-level, non-compiled 
programming language, processing speed was sufficient for registration and super-resolution 
in real-time at up to ~17 FPS (although this exceeds the current 9-Hz maximum frame rate of 
our FLIR Lepton cameras). Processing using a compiled language or field-programmable gate 
array (FPGA) would enable real-time operation at much higher frame rates. 
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 Fig. 9. CIIR-SR results at different planes at video-rate. Comparison of low resolution image 
from reference camera (a), super-resolved image at 3 m (b), 6 m (c). A detailed comparison is 
shown for low resolution (d) and super-resolution (e). Visualization 2 shows arbitrary 
reconstruction at several simultaneous intermediate planes in the video-rate sequence. 
4. Conclusion 
In summary, we report the first demonstrations at LWIR wavelengths of: (a) multi-camera 
SR, (b) of full implementation of multi-camera CIIR, and (c) of the simultaneous application 
of both CIIR and SR. We have demonstrated SR construction of high-resolution LWIR 
images to yield a two-fold improvement in the angular resolution and hence four-fold 
improvement in space-bandwidth product of recovered images [30]. Image reconstruction is 
robust in the presence of multi-camera thermal drifts during long periods of shutter-less 
image acquisition. 
This approach to high-resolution imaging enables a fundamental reduction in both the 
track length and volume of an imaging system by enabling the use of reduced-focal-length 
lenses, which may be manufactured at lower cost from silicon or polyethylene. Overall multi-
camera LWIR imaging offers a flexible route to high pixel count combined with the 
established capabilities of integral imaging. The future reduction in cost of LWIR detectors, 
in accordance with Moore’s law, offers fertile ground for the development of intelligent and 
agile imaging systems employing camera arrays to demonstrate simultaneously high space-
bandwidth products and integral-imaging capabilities such as 3D imaging, digital refocusing, 
ranging, and recognition of obscured objects. Furthermore, these camera arrays may be 
deployed conformally to host platforms. 
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